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Abstract: Durability and ecological effects of the stainless steel reinforced coral
waste concrete were compared with those of the carbon steel reinforced ordinary
concrete. The results showed that the corrosion current densities of the stainless
steel in the coral waste concrete were less than one-tenth of those of the carbon steel
in the same grade ordinary concrete. The stainless steel in the seawater coral waste
concrete maintained passivation even after more than two years of immersion in
3.5% NaCl solution, while the carbon steel counterparts in the ordinary concrete
were seriously corroded under the same condition. Simultaneously, the corrosion
current density of the stainless steel reinforcement decreased slightly with the
strength grade of the coral waste concrete. The ecological evaluation indicated that
the non-renewable energy consumption and CO2 emission of per cubic meter of the
newly constructed stainless steel reinforced coral waste concrete were 23.72% and
1.419% less than those of the carbon steel reinforced ordinary concrete with the
same grade, while the aforementioned two parameters of the former material were
reduced by 44.81% and 32.0% in comparison to the latter one in 50 years duration.
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Nomenclature
NREC non-renewable energy consumption
CE CO2 emission
CWC coral waste concrete
CS Q235 carbon steel
304SS 304 stainless steel
2205SS 2205 duplex stainless steel
OC ordinary concrete
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OCP open circuit potential
LPR linear polarization resistance
icorr corrosion current densities
SCE saturated calomel electrode
EIS electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
Rp polarization resistance (LPR)
HSS2 low-Ni austenoferritic stainless steel
HPC high-performance concrete
Rs solution resistance
Rcon concrete resistance
Rct polarization resistance (EIS)
CPEcon concrete capacitance
CPEct double layer capacitance
CPE constant phase element

1 Introduction

Many structures need to be constructed on the tropical islands far from the mainland in the ocean
exploitation [1]. Steel-reinforced concrete, which generally exhibits satisfying durability, is the ideal
structural material in the corrosive tropical marine environment. However, the transportation of the raw
materials, like the crushed stone aggregate and river sand from the mainland, will consume tremendous
energy as well as emit massive CO2. As the Green Building Challenge Handbuch [2] reported, the non-
renewable energy consumption (NREC) and CO2 emission (CE) of shipping are 0.13 MJ Km-1 T-1 and
0.0089 kg Km-1 T-1, respectively. Thus, utilizing the coral waste on the islands to replace the ordinary
raw materials is a cleaner way to produce concrete.

On the coral reef abundance tropical island, massive coral waste was generated in the waterway
dredging, wharves construction, oil well construction, as well as some other marine engineering
projects [1]. Many scientists attempted to apply the coral waste to produce concrete in recent years
[3–7]. Compared with the conventional crushed stone aggregate, the coral waste aggregate exhibits
high porosity, low specific gravity, and strong water absorption [4], which causes that the coral waste
concrete (CWC) obviously differs from the ordinary concrete (OC). Firstly, many attentions were
attracted on the improvement of the mechanical properties of the CWC. Arumugam et al. [3]
systematically investigated the mechanical properties of the coral aggregate and noticed that its
crushing, impact, as well as abrasion values were higher than those of the conventional crushed stone
aggregate. Moreover, the concrete prepared with the coral aggregate needs more water than the
ordinary concrete counterpart produced with the conventional crushed stone aggregate, and the
strengths of the former concrete samples were lower than those of the latter ones. In fact, the strength
of the coral concrete can reach ~30 MPa easily, but the higher strength coral concrete will be limited
by the strength of the coral aggregate. Therefore, the coral concrete was suggested to be applied in the
low-rise buildings on the islands or reefs [3]. In another study, Wang et al. [5] compared the
compressive strength of the concrete prepared by applying the coral sand together with ordinary gravel
to that of the concrete mixed with river sand and ordinary gravel, and they noticed that the compressive
strength of the one containing the coral sand was always higher than that of the sample prepared by
using the river sand. This situation was ascribed to the dense interfacial transition zone, as well as the
interlocking between the coral sand and cement paste matrix, which caused by that the hydration
products filled into the pore space of the coral sand. Recently, Cheng and co-authors [6] also studied
the strength of the coral sand concrete, in which the cementitious materials were replaced by different
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content of fly ash, slag, and metakaolin, respectively. The results showed that the early strength of the coral
sand concrete was slightly higher than that of the river sand concrete while the final strength (28 d) of the
former concrete became lower than that of the latter one. Moreover, fly ash and metakaolin corresponding
significantly diminished and enhanced the strength of the coral sand concrete. Simultaneously, the
metakaolin could reduce the drying shrinkage and the chloride diffusion coefficient of the coral sand
concrete. Hence, it was proposed to be a supplementary cementitious material, togethers with the coral
sand to be used in CWC on the open islands. However, Wu et al. [7] studied the influence of fly ash
and silica fume on the strength of the concrete prepared with coral aggregate and coral sand, and
noticed that fly ash reduced the early-age strength and enhanced the later-age strength while silica fume
always enhanced the strength of the CWC. In general, some contradictory conclusions were reported in
literatures [3–7], and more investigation should be performed to understand the mechanical properties
of the CWC.

The corrosive of the tropical marine climate, as well as the aggressive anions contained in the coral waste
aggregates can accelerate the corrosion of the steel reinforcement in concrete. Thus, some scientists [4,8]
thought that the steel reinforcement was unsuitable to be applied in the CWC, and the non-metallic fibers
were potential candidates for reinforcing the coral concrete in the structures on the tropical marine islands
or reefs. However, Wang and co-authors [9,10] studied the mechanical properties of the CWC contained
various contents of carbon fiber, polypropylene fiber, as well as sisal fiber, and reported that the strengths
of the CWC initially increased with the contents of the fibers and then decreased with the further
increasing contents. Simultaneously, the fibers enhanced the flexural strength significantly, whereas
increased the compressive strength of the CWC slightly [9]. Unfortunately, the fibers were difficult to be
uniformly distributed in the CWC [11–13], similar to those in the OC, which may cause the unstable
mechanical properties of the CWC and reduce the safety of the structures. Therefore, more attentions
should be paid on the dispersion issue of the fiber CWC.

There can be little doubt that the corrosion of steel reinforcement was accelerated by the aggressive
anions (Cl-) in the CWC, but the effect of Cl- in the raw materials was not the critical factor. Ehlert [14]
reported that the Timing Bunker, a building constructed by applying the steel-reinforced CWC at Bikini
Atoll, was still in excellent condition after 20 years of service. Furthermore, after investigating the quality
of three coral concrete structures and their surrounding environments, the author [14] concluded that the
surrounding environment, the concrete cover thickness, and the crack width of concrete were the
determining factors to the corrosion of the CWC structure, while the corrosive anions in the coral waste
and seawater were not the primary causes of the rapid structural deterioration. Another study performed
by Kakooei et al. [4] indicated that the corrosion rate of carbon steel rebar in the CWC doubled when
compared with the counterpart in the OC with the same grade. On the other hand, many studies [15–17]
showed that the chloride thresholds of various types of stainless steel (SS) are 10 to 100 times higher
than that of the carbon steel (CS), while the corrosion rate of the former steel is only 1/10 or even 1/1000
of that of the latter steel in the OC [18]. Consequently, it is easy to deduce that the corrosion rate of
stainless steel in the CWC would be obvious lower than that of the carbon steel in the OC, after
comprehensively considering the results reported in previous studies [15–18]. Thus, the application of SS
reinforcement in the CWC may be one of the candidate methods to solve the durability issue of the
structures on the tropical marine islands and reef.

Based on the aforementioned reviews of the literature, the utilization of the CWC in the structures was
limited by the low strength and its aggressivity on the tropical islands far from the mainland. The SS rebar
was applied to reinforce the CWC for producing high bearing capacity and durable concrete structures, which
also could be one cleaner way to build marine structures on those tropical islands. The corrosion
performances of 304 and 2205 stainless steel reinforcement in different grades CWC was compared with
those of the carbon steel in the C30 OC, via the open circuit potential (OCP), linear polarization
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resistance (LPR), electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), as well as polarization curves
measurements, respectively. Furthermore, the corrosion state of the stainless steel reinforcement in CWC
and the carbon steel in the OC was examined after 750 days of immersion. In the present study, the
corrosion behavior of SS reinforcement in low strength (≤ C30) CWC were investigated, and those of SS
samples in the high-strength CWC should be studied in the further study. The results could provide
reference values for the design of stainless steel reinforced coral concrete structure, as well as support the
estimation the life-time of the coral concrete structure in the tropical marine environment.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials
Three types of commercial plain round steel rebar (Ф10 mm), including Q235 carbon steel (CS), 304

stainless steel (304SS), as well as 2205 duplex stainless steel (2205SS) was used. According to previous
studies [19–22], the solution containing 0.1 mol/L NaOH, with a pH value of 13, was adopted to
simulate the concrete pore solution. The rebar sample, with 60 mm length, was abraded to No. 600 emery
papers. The steel samples were degreased and washed by using ethanol and deionized water in turn, then
a copper wire was soldered on the end of rebar. Thereafter, both ends of the steel sample were coated
with silica gel, leaving a side area of 15.70 cm2 exposed for testing. The coral aggregate and coral sand,
as shown in Figs.1a and 1b, were adopted to prepare the CWC. The density and water absorption rate of
the raw materials are presented in Tab. 1, and the size distribution of the coral sand was shown in Fig. 2.

In order to improve the uniformity of the contained chlorides in the outdoor stored raw materials, the
coral aggregate and coral sands were soaked into 3.5% (wt.%) NaCl solution before the preparation of
the CWC. After 24 h, the coral was filtered from the solution and dried in the room temperature for five
days. Thereafter, the coral aggregate and the coral sand were further dried in a drying oven at 80°C for
12 h. The tap water and 3.5% NaCl solution were used to prepare the OC and CWC, respectively. The
corrosion characters of the two types of stainless steels (SS) in the seawater CWC with different strength
grades, including C10, C20 and C30 were investigated. For comparison, the corrosion behavior of the CS
in the C30 grade OC also was studied. The compositions of the CWC and OC samples, as well as the
compressive strength and total porosity of the concrete samples at 28 days are presented in Tab. 2, in

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Photographs of the coral waste, (a) coral aggregate, (b) coral sands

Table 1: Physical properties of the coral

Materials Bulk density (kg/m3) Apparent density (kg/m3) Water absorption rate (%)

Coral aggregate 939 1978 12.08

Coral sand 1286 2344 5.23
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which the P.O 42.5 ordinary Portland cement was adopted. Firstly, the mixing solution in a ratio of 8% (wt.%)
of the coral aggregate, was mixed with the aggregate for 1 min to pre-wet the latter material [23,24] and cement
was mixed with the coral sand for 1 min. Thereafter, all the raw materials and the mixing solution were mixed
for 3 min. The total weight of water relative to that of cement (wt.%) was defined as the water to cement ratio.

The steel rebar was embedded in the central of the cylindrical concrete, with a size of Ф100 mm ×
80 mm, as shown in Fig. 3. Five samples were prepared for every condition. The mean values in
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Figure 2: Size distribution of the coral sand applid in the CWC

Table 2: Compositions and mechanical properties of the CWC and OC

CWC OC

Constituent C10 C20 C30 Constituent C30

Coral aggregate (kg/m3) 721 658 647 Crushed stone (kg/m3) 1243

Coral sand (kg/m3) 504 460 453 River sand (kg/m3) 532

Cement (kg/m3) 350 400 440 Cement (kg/m3) 440

Water (kg/m3) 325 302 261 Water (kg/m3) 185

W/c 0.93 0.75 0.59 w/c 0.42

Bulk density (kg/m3) 1900 1820 1801 Bulk density (kg/m3) 2400

Compressive strength (mpa) 13.4 ± 3.4 22.3 ± 2.5 28.7 ± 2.9 Compressive strength (mpa) 34.9 ± 2.7

Total porosity (%) 27.56 23.27 21.49 Total porosity at (%) 19.36

Copper wireФ 100 mm

80
 m

m

50
 m

m

Figure 3: Illustration of the rebar in the concrete sample
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potentials and polarization resistances were used while the middle ones in the EIS and the polarization curves
were adopted. After being cured 24 h in the mold at room temperature, the samples were demolded and
immersed in 3.5% NaCl solution.

2.2 Techniques
After the concrete samples were curing for 28 days, the compressive strength and the mercury intrusion

porosimetry measurements were performed by applying an RE-8060 universal testing machine and an Auto
Pore IV 9500 microparticle mercury porosimeter, respectively. A CS350 workstation was applied to conduct
the electrochemical measurements. Polarization curves of the three types of steel in the pore solution without
Cl- and with 1.0 mol/L Cl- were tested, for preliminarily verifying the potential of application of the SS in the
CWC. The tests were carried out in a rate of 1.0 mV/s, began at -0.3 V vs. OCP and stopped until the anodic
current density higher than 1.0 mA cm-2

, after the samples were stabilized 2 h in the pore solutions. The
polarization curve of the steel sample in the concrete was also tested with the aforementioned parameters
after 750 days of immersion. Three-electrode arrangement was adopted in these electrochemical tests, in
which a platinum plate was used as the counter electrode, a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) l was used
as the reference electrode, and the steel sample was connected as the working electrode. For the concrete
samples, open circuit potentials of the steel rebar were recorded when it changed less than 5 mV in
10 min after being connected. Linear polarization resistance (Rp) of the steel sample was measured from
-15 mV to 15 mV vs. OCP, at a scan rate of 0.1667 mV/s. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopies
(EIS) of the steel samples were tested from 105 to 10-2 Hz, with a sinusoidal potential wave of 10 mV in
amplitude around the OCP. Moreover, the corrosion state of the steel samples in the CWC and OC was
examined at 750 d, after removing the concrete cover layer.

2.3 Ecological Evaluation of the Stainless Steel Reinforced CWC
The NREC and CE of the stainless steel reinforced CWC were compared with these of the carbon steel

reinforced OC. As shown in Tab. 3, data of the NREC and CE of the raw materials from literatures [25–30]
were used in this study. It is worth mentioning that the differences of NREC as well as CE between 2205SS
and 304SS were ignored here. For the coarse aggregate, according to Chau et al. [30], the NREC and CE were
in the range of 0.3–1.0 MJ/kg and 0.016–0.056 kg CO2-e/kg, and they were chosen at 0.65 MJ/kg and 0.05
kg CO2-e/kg, respectively. The CE of the CS rebar was selected as 2.7 kg CO2-e/kg in the range of 1.03–3.51
kg CO2-e/kg [30], and the NREC value of the SS rebar was 10.75 MJ/kg between 8.2 to 13.3 MJ/kg [29]. In
addition, as Berndt [28] reported, the dosage of steel reinforcement in the concrete was 107.5 kg/m3 for the
marine concrete structures. For the OC, the raw materials, like cement, river sand, coarse aggregate, CS rebar,

Table 3: NREC and CE of the raw materials

Materials NREC (MJ/kg) CE (kg/kg) Source

P.O 42.5 cement 5.75 0.85 [1]

river sand 2.24 × 10-2 1.06 × 10-3 [1]

coarse aggregate 0.65 0.05 [30]

CS rebar 8.6 2.7 [26,30]

stainless steel rebar 10.75 3.38 [29,30]

fresh water 0 0 [1]

seawater 0 0

coral waste 0 0 [1]
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as well as the fresh water should be transported from the mainland, and a distance of 1200 km was adopted,
same to that in the earlier literature [1]. On the other hand, for the SS reinforced CWC, only the SS
reinforcement and cement need to be transported from the mainland because the coral waste and seawater
can be obtained on the islands. The NREC and CE of shipping are 0.13 MJ.Km-1 T-1 and 0.0089 kg Km-1

T-1, respectively [2]. According to the aforementioned data and the compositions of the CWC and OC
shown in Tab. 1, the NREC and CE of each cubic meter of the newly constructed SS reinforced CWC as
well as CS reinforced OC on the island far from the mainland was calculated.

Furthermore, the design life of the marine harbor is 50 years in China [31]. In the present study, the
NREC and CE of the SS reinforced CWC and CS reinforced OC also were assessed on the tropical island
condition in a duration of 50 years. In fact, there is lacked of the inspection data of the SS reinforced
CWC on the tropical island. Recently, Yu et al. [32] investigated the corrosion state of carbon steel
reinforced concrete structures located in the South China Sea, and they noticed that the 20-year structures
were obviously corroded. In addition, one earlier study [33] also suggested that the first repair of the CS
reinforcement concrete in marine environement should be conducted at 10 years after its construction. In
the present study, the safe time (the time before corrosion initiation) of the CS-C30 OC is assumed to be
10 years. For icorr of the SS-C30 CWC in less than one-tenth of that of the CS-C30 OC counterpart, the
safe time of the former concrete structure should be longer than 100 years, and the SS-C30 CWC don’t
need to be repaired in the 50 years duration. In fact, the reasonability of this assumption could be
confirmed by the corrosion performance of the Progreso pier. Many studied [34,35] have reported that the
Progreso pier, which is the first stainless steel reinforced concrte structure, in Yucatan, did not exhibit any
visible corrosion after serving more than 60 years without any major maintenance [35]. For the CS-C30
OC, same to earlier studies [33,35], the structure needs 10%, 15%, and 20% repair at the 10th year, 25th
year, and 40th year after being constructed, respectively, as shown in Tab. 4. Finally, the NREC and CE
of the maintenance in 50-year duration were also estimated basing on the data of the raw materials and
transportion. The demolition and construction were excluded for the lack of reliable data [35].

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Polarization Curves in the Pore Solution
Fig. 4 shows the polarization curves of the three types of steels in the simulated concrete pore solutions

without Cl- as well as with 1.0 mol/L Cl-. Clearly, the anodic current density of the CS exhibits the highest
value, while that of the 2205SS presents the lowest value among the three types of steels in the same pore
solutions. Furthermore, in comparison to the anodic current densities of the samples in the solution without
Cl-, those of the ones in the chloride-containing solutions (1.0 mol/L) were significantly enhanced.
Especially, the current density of the CS almost was increased by two orders of magnitude when a
concentration of 1.0 mol/L Cl- was added into the simulated pore solution, while the anodic current
densities of the two stainless steels were enhanced no more than one order of magnitude. The corrosion
current densities (icorr) of steel samples in the pore solutions were further calculated from the polarization
curves. As Fig. 5 shows, the icorr of the two types of stainless steel in the chloride-containing solution
(1.0 mol/L) are even lower than that of the CS counterparts in the chloride-free solution. Similarly,
Alvarez et al. [36] compared the corrosion resistance of CS, 304SS, as well as 2205SS in the carbonated

Table 4: The maintain of the CS-C30 OC and SS-C30 CWC in 50-year duration [33,35]

10th year 25th year 40th year 50th year Waste

CS-C30 OC 10% repair 15% repair 20% repair rebuild 100%

SS-C30 CWC No repair Zero
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and non-carbonated pore solutions, respectively. The results indicated that the icorr of the stainless steels in
the pore solution contaminated 5.0 % Cl- was still slightly lower than that of the CS in the Cl--free pore
solutions. This scenario suggests that the application of the stainless steel reinforcement in the CWC is
one of the candidate ways to solve its durability issue.

3.2 Open-Circuit Potential in the CWC
Fig. 6 displays the OCP values of the steel samples in the seawater CWC as well as the OC. The

potentials of the steel reinforcement negatively shifted in the initial 100 d, then the values of OCP
obviously increased from 100 d to 200 d. Thereafter, the OCP maintained at a relatively stable value in
the following 150 d, and its gradually decreased again after 400 d of immersion in the 3.5% NaCl
solution. The decrease of potentials at the beginning could be ascribed to the Cl- included in the mixing
water, coral sand, and coral aggregate, as well as to the rapid migration of the Cl- from the solution into
the early-aged high porosity concrete for its low achieved degree of hydration [37]. With time increasing,
the cementitious materials in the concrete gradually hydrated and the pores of the concrete were filled
with the production of the hydration reaction. The migration of the Cl- from the solution into the concrete
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was hindered. Simultaneously, the production of hydration reaction, calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2), increased
the surrounding pH of the steel reinforcement [38], leading to the rebar repassivation. Consequently, as Fig. 6
shows, the values of OCP increased with time from 100 d to 200 d. As time further increased, more
aggressive ions migrated to the concrete/rebar interface and caused the degradation of the passive films,
which gave rise to another decrease in OCP after 400 d. Similarly, Bertolini et al. [39] investigated the
corrosion behavior of two types of low-nickel stainless steel (2304 and 2101) in the chloride
contaminated concrete. The corrosion potentials of the steels also decreased with time in the initial one
month, then gradually increased in the following four months, and decreased again five months later. In
addition, as shown in Figs. 6a and 6b, the potentials of the two stainless steels evidently increased with
the strength grade of the CWC, but no significant difference in the OCP of the two stainless steels can be
observed in the CWC. Moreover, the potential of the two types of stainless steel reinforcements in a low
strength grade CWC (C10) is even obviously more positive than that of the CS counterpart in a high
strength grade OC (C30), indicating the high corrosion resistance of the stainless steel in the CWC.

3.3 Liner Polarization Resistance in the CWC
According to ASTM G 59–91 [40], the Rp of the SS and CS in the CWC and OC, as well as the

corresponding icorr was determined as follows:

RP ¼ DE
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� �
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Figure 6: OCP of the three types of steel reinforcement in different grades CWC as well as OC
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B ¼ babc
2:303ðbc � baÞ

(3)

icorr ¼ B

RP
E ¼ mc2 (4)

where E is the applied potentials around the OCP, i is the current density, βα represents the anodic Tafel slopes,
and βc represents the cathodic Tafel slopes, on a log scale [41]. According to the earlier studies [42–44], βα was
90 mV/dec, βc was -180 mV/dec for the CS rebar in concrete, and B = 26 mV/dec is used for the CS here. For
the stainless steel samples, same to previous studies [39,45–48], B = 26 mV was employed to calculate its icorr.
Furthermore, the corrosion rates of reinforcing steel in concrete were categorized into four grades by the values
of icorr, as shown in Fig. 7, according to Otieno [49] and Broomfield [50].

Fig. 8 presents the Rp and its corresponding icorr of the steel sample in the CWC as well as the OC.
Clearly, the Rp of the SS samples in the CWC obviously increased with time, while that of the CS in the
OC just slightly increased as time extended. Thus, the corresponding icorr, as displayed in Figs. 8b, 8d,
and 8f, generally decreased with time. The icorr of the two types of SS in the CWC are in the range of
0.01–0.07 µA cm-2, while that of the CS in the C30 OC is of the magnitude of several µA cm-2.
According to the icorr standard shown in Fig. 7 [49,50], both 304SS and 2205SS in the CWC could be
categorized as the passive state during the whole experimental period, while the CS counterpart in the
C30 OC was categorized as the high corrosion state in the initial 400 d and gradually changed to the low
corrosion state in the following time.

In addition, the icorr of the two SS reinforcements in the C10 CWC is almost two orders of magnitude
lower than that of the CS counterpart in the C30 OC, as shown in Fig. 8f, revealing that the corrosion
resistance of the SS reinforced CWC is much higher than that of the CS reinforced OC. In an earlier
study, García-Alonso et al. [47] compared the corrosion behavior of the 304SS, low-Ni austenoferritic
stainless steel (HSS2), and CS in the chloride-containing (4.0% by weight of cement) high-performance
concrete (HPC, C60/C70 grade), and they reported that the icorr of the three steels, are around 0.01 µA
cm-2, 0.3–0.8 µA cm-2, and 0.7–10 µA cm–2 (Fig. 8), respectively. In comparison, the 304SS and 2205SS
in the CWC (C10~C30) exhibit the higher icorr than that of the 304SS in the chloride-containing HPC
(C60/C70). However, the icorr of the former two SS reinforcements in the CWC is almost one order of
magnitude lower than that of the low-Ni austenoferritic stainless steels (HSS2) in Cl- contaminated HPC
at 800 d, while García-Alonso et al. [47] suggested that the HSS2 stainless steel reinforcement has
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adequate corrosion resistance in the Cl- contaminated HPC (C60/C70). This scenario further confirms that the
durabilities of the 304SS and 2205SS reinforced CWC are satisfying. Simultaneously, the icorr of the 2205SS
is slightly lower than that of the 304SS in the same grades CWC, as shown in Fig. 8f, which is consistent with
the earlier study conducted by Alvarez et al. [36], indicating the higher corrosion resistance of the former
stainless steel.

3.4 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy in the CWC
Fig. 9 shows the EIS results of the steel samples in the CWC and OC. Obviously, the capacitive loop

radius of the CS sample in the high strength grade OC (C30) is always smaller than those of the SS
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counterparts in the low strength grade (C10) CWC. This scenario, together with the OCP (Fig. 6) and LPR
(Fig. 8) results, suggests that the two types of SS reinforcements in the CWC presented the higher corrosion
resistance than that of the CS counterpart in the OC. Simultaneously, except at 34 d, the capacitive loop
radius of the 2205SS samples are always larger than those of the 304SS ones in the same strength grade
CWC, indicating the higher corrosion resistance of the former SS reinforcement.

The equivalent electrical circuit [51–55] shown in Fig. 10, was introduced to further analyze the EIS
data, where Rs is the solution resistance; Rcon is the concrete resistance and CPEcon is the concrete
capacitance; CPEct is the capacitive behavior of the double layer capacitance, and Rct is the polarization
resistance [51–55]. As widely used in EIS data fitting in previous studies [51–55], the constant phase
element (CPE) was applied to replace the pure capacitance. The impedance of ZCPE is defined as follows
[51–55]:

ZCPE ¼ Y�1
0 ðjwÞ�n (5)

where Y0 is the capacitance value of CPE, w represents the angular frequency, j represents the imaginary
number, n, named as the CPE exponent, was in the range from 0 to 1, which reflects the degree of
deviation from the ideal capacitance. When n = 1, it means that the CPE is a pure capacitance, while n =
0, the CPE becomes a pure resistance [52,54,55]. The values of n is in the range from 0.6 to 0.9 in the
present study.
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As Fig. 11 shows, the equivalent circuit excellently fits the experimentally tested EIS data, and the fitted
results are presented in Fig. 12. The Rcon of C30 OC is apparently higher and its CPEcon is obviously lower
than those of the CWC counterparts with the same strength grades, which is consistent with the tested total
porosity results (Tab. 2). Simultaneously, the Rcon of the CWC increased with the strength grade. For
instance, for the 304SS samples, the Rcon values of the C30 CWC is obviously higher than that of the
C10 samples, which should be ascribed to the porous structure of coral aggregate. In order to produce
high strength CWC, both the contents of coral aggregate and coral sand decreased while the content of
cement increased (Tab. 1). The total porosity of the CWC diminished (Tab. 2) and the compactness of the
concrete increased with the strength grade. Consequently, the Rcon increased with the strength grade in the
CWC. Meanwhile, since the crushed stone aggregates have the more compact microstructure than the coral
aggregates, the Rcon value of the OC is significantly higher and its CPEcon is obvious lower than those of the
CWC counterparts even with the same strength grade, as shown in Figs. 12a and 12c. The fitted Rct of the CS
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in the high strength grade OC (C30) is one order of magnitude lower, and its corresponding CPEct is significant
lower than those of the SS counterparts in the low strength grade CWC (C10), as shown in Figs. 12b and 12d,
which should be related to the different passivity of the CS and SS in the concrete environment.

The icorr of the steel samples in the concrete also were calculated through Stern and Geary’s equation
from the fitted Rct, in which B = 26 mV is employed [39,45–48], and the results are displayed in Fig. 13.
Obviously, the CS in the high grade OC (C30) exhibits the highest icorr, and the icorr of the 304SS is
higher than that of the 2205SS in the same grade CWC. This scenario is consistent with previous studies
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[39,45–48], confirming that the passive current densities of the steels in the concrete depends on the types or
the grades of steel. Furthermore, in comparison to the icorr calculated from the linear polarization resistance
(Fig. 8), the icorr got from the Rct in EIS data (Fig. 13) is much low. In fact, an earlier study conducted by
Pech-Canul et al. [56] also indicated the discrepancy in icorr from the aforementioned two technologies,
and they ascribed it to the uncertainties typical of electrochemical measurements in passive systems [57].
Moreover, according to the icorr standard shown in Fig. 7 [49,50], all the steel reinforcements in the
concrete should be defined as the passive state because the value of icorr is lower than 0.1 µA cm-2, as
shown in Fig. 13.

3.5 Polarization Curves in the CWC
Fig. 14 presents polarization curves of the steel reinforcement in the CWC and OC after 750 d of

immersion. Obviously, the anodic current density of the CS immersed in the C30 OC is highest, while
that of the 2205SS in the same grade CWC is the lowest. Simultaneously, the anodic current density of
the 2205SS is always lower than that of their 304SS counterpart in the same grade CWC, which is in line
with the icorr results in the pore solution (Figs. 4 and 5). In addition, the icorr of the steel reinforcements
in the concrete were calculated from the polarization curves in Fig. 14, and the results are displayed in
Fig. 15. All the value of icorr are less than 0.1 µA cm-2 after 750 d of immersion in the 3.5% NaCl
solution, suggesting that the steel reinforcement in the CWC as well as OC maintained passivation
according to the icorr standard [49,50] (Fig. 7). Meanwhile, the icorr of the two types of SS reinforcements
in the CWC are much lower than that of the CS in the OC. Especially, when the grade of the CWC is
same to the OC, the icorr of the SS is even less than one-tenth of their CS counterpart.

3.6 Corrosion of the Steel Samples in the CWC
The concrete cover layers were removed, and the corrosion state of the steel reinforcement was

examined at 750 d. As displayed in Fig. 16, the CS immersed in the C30 OC was severely corroded
(Fig. 16a) while these stainless steel reinforcements in the CWC did not show any visible corrosion sites
except the 304SS sample immersed in the C10 CWC (Fig. 16b). Furthermore, the cross-section of the
corroded steel reinforcement (the arrows pointed in Fig. 16), the 304SS in the C20 CWC, and
the 2205SS in the C10 CWC also were inspected. The CS immersed in the C30 OC and the 304SS in the
C10 CWC were separately corroded more than 100 µm (Fig. 17a) and ~10 µm (Fig. 17b) in the
depth direction, while the other stainless steel reinforcements do not exhibit obvious corrosion sites at the
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cross-section (Figs. 17c and 17d). This situation confirms that it is satisfying that the durabilities of the
stainless steel reinforced CWC samples and especially the 2205SS reinforced.

Furthermore, the icorr of the three types of steel in the CWC and OC were calculated from the LPR, EIS,
and polarization curves, respectively. According to the icorr standard proposed by Otieno [49] and
Broomfield [50], all the steel reinforcements maintained passivation in the CWC and the OC basing on
the EIS (Fig. 13) and the polarization curves (Fig. 15) results. However, the icorr calculated from the LPR
(Fig. 8) suggested that the CS in the C30 OC was in the high or moderate corrosion state, while their SS
counterparts immersed in the CWC were in the passive state. In general, the observed corrosion state of
the steel reinforcements in the concrete (Figs. 16 and 17) is most consistent with the icorr calculated from
the LPR. In an earlier study, Poursaee et al. [58] systematically compared the corrosion rates of the
reinforcing steel in concrete via potentiostatic linear polarization resistance, galvanostatic pulse
polarization, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, potentiodynamic cyclic polarization, and
galvanodynamic polarization. Futhermore, they compared these corrosion rates with that from the mass
loss. The results displayed that the potential-applied methods are more reliable than the current-applied
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ones, and the potentiostatic LPR method was proposed to be applied for the corrosion rate measurement of
the steel reinforcement in concrete. Consequently, the corrosion current density results (Figs. 8, 13, and 15),
together with the results reported by Poursaee et al. [58], confirm that the potentiostatic LPR is the most
suitable technology to test the corrosion rate of the steel reinforcement in the CWC.

3.7 Ecological Evaluation of the Stainless Steel Reinforced CWC
It was calculated that the NREC and CE of per cubic metre of the newly constructed stainless steel

reinforced CWC and carbon steel reinforced OC on the tropical island, as shown in Fig. 18. Clearly, for
the SS reinforced CWC, both the NREC and CE of the raw materials as well as the transportion
increased with the strength grade of the CWC. In addition, the NREC and CE of the SS reinforced CWC
were mostly introduced in the product process of the raw materials, in which the NREC accounts for
more than 97.7% while the CE is higher than 99.2%. Comparing the SS reinforced CWC (SS-C30 CWC)
to the CS reinforced OC (CS-C30 OC) with the same grade, the NREC and CE of the latter material in
the transportion are 4.65 times and 4.58 times of those of the former one, and the total NREC and CE of
per cubic metre of SS-C30 CWC were 23.72% and 1.419% less than those of the CS-C30 OC.
Meanwhile, per cubic meter of the newly constructed SS-C30 CWC saves 1243 kg natural aggregate,
532 kg river sand, and 185 kg fresh water in comparison to the CS-C30 OC counterpart. Furthermore, the
NREC and CE of per cubic metre of SS-C30 CWC and CS-C30 OC in 50-year duration were calculated
and results are displayed in Fig. 19. Both the NREC and CE of the CS-C30 OC increased with time,
while those of the SS-C30 CWC did not show obvious change. Since the CS-C30 OC needs to be
repaired three times, the SS-C30 CWC reduces 44.81% NREC and 32.0% CE than the CS-C30 OC
counterpart in the 50-year duration, respectively. Meanwhile, per cubic meter of the CS-C30 OC would
consume much natural resources, like 1802 kg coarse aggregate, 771 kg river sand, and 268 kg fresh
water from the mainland in 50-year duration, while the SS-C30 CWC counterpart was prepared by
adopting the coral waste and seawater on the island. This scenario suggests the stainless steel reinforced
CWC is one type of cleaner as well as high-durable structure on these islands far from the mainland.
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Figure 17: Optical micrographs of the cross-section of the steel reinforcement in the concrete after 750 d,
(a) CS in C30 OC, (b) 304SS in C10 CWC, (c) 304SS in C20 CWC, (d) 2205SS in C10 CWC
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4 Conclusions

Corrosion resistances of the 304SS and 2205SS in the CWCwas compared to that of the CS in the OC in
3.5% NaCl solution with the OCP, LPR, EIS, and polarization curves. It was calculated that the NREC and
CE of per cubic meter of newly constructed SS-C30 CWC and CS-C30 OC and the evolution of the NREC
and CE in 50-year duration was deduced. The following conclusions were drawn from the results.

(1) The icorr of the 304SS and 2205SS reinforcements in the CWC decreased with the concrete strength
grade, and the icorr of the latter steel was lower than that of the former one in the same grade CWC.

(2) In comparison, the icorr of the two types of SS reinforcement in the CWC was obviously lower than
that of the CS counterpart in the OC, and the icorr of the SS reinforcement was less than one-tenth of the latter
one when the CWC and OC with the same strength grade.

(3) The two SS reinforcements in the CWC exhibited passive states even after being immersed in 3.5%
NaCl solution for more than two years. Thus, the application of the stainless steel, especially the 2205SS
reinforcements, should be one of the effective ways to enhance the durability of the CWC structure.
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(4) The icorr calculated from the LPR data is most consistent with the observed corrosion state results.
Hence, the LPR method was proposed to measure the corrosion rate of the steel reinforcement in the CWC.

(5) Per cubic meter of newly constructed SS-C30 CWC reduces 23.72% NREC and 1.419% CE
compared to the CS-C30 OC counterpart, and the NREC and CE of the former material would be
diminished 44.81% and 32.0% than those of the latter one in 50-year duration, for the three times of
repair of the CS-C30 OC. Therefore, the stainless steel reinforced coral waste concrete is a clean
construction material with high durability on the island far from the mainland.
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